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Abstract

Next-generation broadband satellite systems will have the capability to provide cost-effective universal broadband access for the users. In order to meet users’ requirements on high quality multimedia services, many enhancements have to be made on the existing satellite technologies. One of the promising methods is the introduction of cross-layer design. There are several advantages of a layered approach since modularity, robustness and ease of designs are achieved without difficulty. However the properties of the different layers have substantial interdependencies and a modularised design may therefore be suboptimal with regards to performance and availability in a hybrid satellite and mobile wireless environment. In this paper, we will carry out a review of the cross-layer design in satellite systems. Based on this, a cross-layer architecture for the next-generation broadband satellite system is proposed. The proposed cross-layer architecture has two main components: QoS and resource management and mobility management. In each component, the cross-layer techniques that have been used are described in details.

Introduction

Cross-layer architectures diverge from the existent network design approaches, where each layer of the protocol stack operates independently and the data between the successive layers is exchanged in a very strict and systematic manner. There are several advantages of a layered approach since modularity, robustness and ease of design are easily achieved. In view of the fact that a layer has to perform certain functions, the design efforts only need to be focused on these functions without concerning the properties and interactions with other layers. The modularity that the layers provide allows for potential arbitrary combination of protocols, and the maintainability is being improved as new versions of a protocol can be inserted without having to alter the rest of the network stack. However the properties of the different layers have substantial interdependencies and a modularised design may be suboptimal with regards to performance especially in hybrid satellite and mobile wireless environments, where the communication channels and traffic patterns are more unpredictable than in wired-line networks.

In case of cross-layering, information is allowed to be exchanged between adjacent and non-adjacent layers of the protocol-stack, by means of a broader and much more
open data format. In this way the overall system performance can be improved by taking advantage of the available information across different layers. Cross-layer processing adapts the link-, network- and transport-layer parameters to the channel and the applications instantaneous requirements. To achieve these optimization goals, appropriate signalling methods and architectures for cross-layer designs are necessary. Two alternative architectures for cross-layer design are summarized below:

- **Direct communications architecture** where uni- or bi-directional transfer of information between two adjacent or nonadjacent layers are implemented. This is done by creating new interfaces at the selected layers beyond those normally used between the layers.

- **Indirect communications architecture** where instead of doing communications between specific layers, the cross-layer design utilize a parallel structure that acts as a shared database of the system state, being accessible to whichever layers who choose to utilize it.

This paper describes cross-layer design architectures and interaction techniques as implemented and proposed in the EU-funded IST FP6 project Satellite-based communication systems within IPv6 (SATSIX). This includes cross-layer techniques for both direct and indirect communications between layers. Based on existing solutions a cross-layer interaction module (CLIM) adapted to satellite network has been proposed. The main areas for cross-layer design have been identified to be related to QoS and Radio Resource Management and Mobility Management.

The QoS and Resource Management component includes:

- SIP and MAC cross-layer interactions are used to support the interworking between WiMAX and DVB-RCS, and multimedia QoS-aware application.

- Transport layer and MAC cross-layer interaction (i.e. the interaction between TCP PEP and DAMA in the MAC) is designed to optimise the way in which the available resource is used taking into account QoS mapping at the MAC layer and enables data to be sent to the lower layers at the speed at which the MAC layer queues are emptied (flow-control).

- IP and MAC scheduling interaction are implemented in a way that can fully take advantage of QoS capabilities offered by the satellite system.

- MAC and Physical layer interaction between DRA and DAMA as information in the frame constitution.

Details of the CLIM architecture adapted to these areas are described and examples shown how to implement this model and other equivalent interaction models.

**Cross-layer feedback issues**

The solutions for cross-layer adaptation seek to enhance the performance of the system by jointly designing the performance of single or multiple cross-layers. The question is to what extent the layered architecture needs to be modified in order to introduce co-operations among protocols belonging to different layers. At one end, solutions based on layer triggers implement interdependencies between protocols maintaining compatibility with strict layering. A full cross-layer design represents the other extreme; introducing stackwide layers’ interdependencies that enable the optimization of each protocol’s performance by exploiting the full knowledge of the
network status collected at different layers of the protocol stack; the status of the wireless links connecting a node to its neighbours, the network topology.

Figure 1 Cross-layer adaptation and optimization in satellite network

Figure 1 illustrates the main ideas of cross-layer adaptation and optimization in a hybrid terrestrial and satellite network. Cross-layer feedback optimisation may be implemented locally (intra-node) or globally (inter-node), both at the intermediate nodes or at the mobile end hosts. However, in a multiple-objective optimization scenario, care should also be taken to avoid undesirable (and unpredictable) interactions across parameters in various layers, leading to conflicts or loops between the layers. There will also be design trade-offs between the multiple optimization goals and the effect of the increased processing and interactions to achieve these goals.

A number of cross-layer methods and architectures have been proposed in the literature [srivastava05] [giambene06] [wang] [winter] [eclair]. They all share some common features and diverge notably in the way the cross-layer principle is implemented, what kind of application focus, the capacity the architecture has and where the actual adaptation intelligence is located. These architectures mostly fit out into one of the two categories: direct cross-layer communications and indirect cross-layer communications via a common entity, see Figure 2. The first category direct communications should be used when only a single cross layer optimization is planned. The second category indirect communications is realised with a common cross-layer entity or cross-layer manager, which acts as a mediator between the layers. The cross-layer entity includes a network status component of the stack that interfaces the different layers between themselves, and it acts as a database where each network layer can put or get information. This architecture should be used for multiple cross layer optimizations.
In satellite and wireless network it is expedient to do adaptation and interaction that violates the networks traditional layered architecture. Unfortunately by doing so in an undisciplined way it is likely to end with a poorly structured system and to greatly increase the complexity of an already complex system [choi] [raisinghani].

**New Cross Layer Interaction Model (CLIM)**

The cross-layer architectures proposed in the literature that focus on cross-layer interaction within the protocol stack do not address all the design goals of interoperability, rapid prototyping, maintainability, portability, and efficiency. Starting from this consideration, our goal is to provide a generic framework for building and organising a cross-layer interactions model (CLIM) which could serve as a unified and simple way to “implement” CL optimisations, see Figure 3. The concept of Network Feature (NF) is also introduced. A NF is either a functional service that can be provided to the end-user (e.g. QoS), or a network component whose operations/configurations are supposed to be critical in terms of performance, efficiency or services, at the system level or for the user satisfaction. Basically, cross-layer interactions may be local to or distant within a network node. In many cases only two elementary Network Features (NF) might be involved in the adaptation and interaction (one source NF, one target NF). In some other cases, however, multiple (local or distant) entities could also participate. Local communications between protocols of non-neighbour layers are done through a local interface that must be created for all layers involved in cross-layer interactions.

The proposed cross-layer architecture and interaction module has two main components: *QoS and Resource Management* and *Mobility Management*. In each component, the cross-layer techniques that have to be used are defined.
The Mobility Management component utilizes a revised model (CLIM-m) based on the more generic CLIM architecture and ideas from [biya] [mohanty], see Figure 4. The cross-layer mobility management modules include:

- Algorithms for handover prediction and decision algorithms for fast handover with handover preparation, handover coordination and optimization algorithms for best performance.
- Information to decide the appropriate time to initiate and execute the handover procedures.
- Functionalities or algorithms for a particular policy based cross layer optimization or tuning could also be included.
Figure 4 Mobility cross-layer architecture (CLIM-m)

The proposed cross-layer platform specifies a Cross-layer Manager consisting of a Link Information Manager and a Handover Manager connected to Layer Agents (LA). The Handover Manager communicates with multiple protocol layers via the Layer Agents which will capture specified parameters in each layer when the respective values are changing beyond a certain threshold. These data are reported to the Handover Manager to collect sufficient information for the Handover Decision unit.

Details of cross-layer implementations in SATSIX networks

A. Approaches managed by CLIM architecture
Since most of the interactions that has been tuned or derived for SATSIX inherit from previous implementations, only direct exchanges between dedicated NFs with customised interfaces are actually implemented, without making use of the Cross Layer Manager Entities. However Figure 4 shows how direct interactions could be addressed in a CLIM-based approach.
Figure 5 Identified cross-layer interactions in SATSIX functional network architecture

I1: Application → QoS Agent: The QoS Agent is meant to detect traffic flows to be processed and to configure local and remote QoS mechanisms according to the traffic flows characteristics (essentially addresses and port numbers).

I2: SIP Proxy → QoS LPDP (QoS Server): In this interaction, the SIP proxy extracts and maps the incoming session description to a set of QoS parameters that will be used at the QoS server to provision MAC resources (for example, through the C2P protocol).

I3: QoS LPDP (QoS Server) → C2P Agent: In the SatSix MAC-oriented network architecture, MAC connections at the satellite system level may be created, modified or deleted according to the C2P signalling procedures. In this interaction, the QoS server expresses a QoS requirement for a new traffic flow to the C2P Agent which will possible decide the mapping to be done between IP flows and MAC flow identifiers.

I4 C2P Agent → QoS LPDP: The purpose of this interaction is to inform the local QoS server of the result of the previous request, based on the CAC output communicated to the C2P server (and sent to the C2P agent).

I5 C2P Agent → QoS LPEP: Upon a new C2P connection request (see I6), the C2P agent provides the IP scheduler the granted QoS for this flow.

I6 QoS LPEP → C2P Agent: For QoS unaware applications, a new incoming IP flow at the IP scheduler would have to trigger a request for opening a new C2P connection with a given QoS.
I7 C2P Server \(\rightarrow\) QoS PDP (CAC): In this interaction, the admission control is performed for a new connection; it may either result on the creation of a new MAC connection, or to the modification of an existent one.

I8 QoS PDP (CAC) \(\rightarrow\) C2P Server: In response to the previous request, the CAC indicates to the C2P server if the new connection may be accepted or not.

I9 QoS LPEP \(\rightarrow\) RRM: As well as MAC buffers are measured to provide inputs for the RRM, IP queues could be measured in order to anticipate allocation resources requests.

I10 MAC QoS \(\rightarrow\) QoS LPEP: In this interaction (relevant for mixed IP/MAC QoS architecture with back pressure congestion control), the output data rate at the IP scheduling is adjusted according statistics of MAC buffers.

I11 MAC QoS \(\rightarrow\) Transport PEP: This interaction purpose is to coordinate output data rate from the PEP buffer with the MAC instantaneous available rate.

B. Approaches not specifically managed by CLIM architecture

The main concern in the satellite communication context, and more particularly on satellite return link, is to make an efficient use of the resources, scarce and costly, while taking into account different traffic types (data, voice, video), each having specific QoS performance parameters. Thus, protocols have been designed to optimize the use of these resources and especially to share properly and efficiently the return link resources accessed by multiple distributed Satellite Terminals (ST) which acts as satellite boundary nodes. In the satellite networking context, the interaction between the application-layer, where the QoS might be set, and the lower layers where the traffic is finally prioritized is not covered by any standard specification. For example, the physical layer QoS, such as Adaptive Coding & Modulation (ACM) can be used by higher layers to optimise the radio resource management. The Link-layer QoS, such as scheduling and BoD can deal with both physical and transport-layer to optimise the system performance.

QoS support for multimedia QoS-aware applications:

The standard protocol published by IETF for setting up multimedia session applications is the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). Figure 6 shows the functional operation of SIP in a DVB-S/RCS satellite system with integrated DAMA support.
The DAMA is triggered for dynamic bandwidth allocation in the satellite network. This can be performed both at IP and MAC level. In the latter the class of services are mapped onto the DVB-RCS capacity requests (i.e. Continuous Rate Assignment (CRA), Rate Based Dynamic Capacity (RBDC), Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (VBDC), Absolute Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (AVBDC) and Free Capacity Assignment (FCA)).

- The capacity requests are sent to the NCC via SYNC burst.
- CAC (Conditional Access control) will check whether the required capacity is available.
- NCC will, if they are available, allocate resources and send the TBTP to RCST.

It uses a highly efficient assignment type of dynamic access scheme, and concerns the anticipation for provisioning on-demand resources on the communication opening and the improvement of the request resource algorithm (permanent state) in order to turn it more dynamic. It can optimally use of the resources on the return link channel, and a significant decrease of the latency in the satellite terminals.

**WiMax and DVB-RCS interworking:**

Both WiFi and WiMAX terrestrial access networks may be connected to the RCSTs to provide shared access to the traffic forwarded on the satellite link. The SIP and MAC cross-layer interactions are now used to support the interworking between WiMAX and DVB-RCS [rodriguez].
Every time a new connection is set up the user application sends SIP parameters, which can be intercepted by the RCST and if the WiMAX authorization process has success, a MAC connection is established at WiMAX level and starting then to send packets without a real relation between the two sub networks.

Moreover, if the dynamic bandwidth allocation is allowed at WiMAX node then the application should renegotiate the QoS parameters through SIP protocol and stop the services it is supporting. Actually when the dynamic definition and change of service flows take place, a possible overriding of the provisioned QoS parameters negotiated can exist.

The SS can modify its behaviour and renegotiate the QoS parameters of the active CID, but this renegotiation cannot be intercepted by the satellite subnetwork. So ideally there should be an information exchange between the Authorization Manager and the satellite bandwidth allocation management process (DAMA) for a dynamical redefinition of QoS parameters before allowing any change in the service flow profile.

**Efficient resource management scheme:**

The proposed scheme is based on a third part agent (the BoD controller) that collects information from the lower layer (MAC layer) and sends them to the upper layer (IP layer) in order to dynamically enable and disable the scheduler. This mechanism has been developed to improve performances in a congested scenario and allows a better resource exploitation in terms of packet loss and access queuing delay. The key idea of the proposed algorithm is that it forces the scheduler to send to the lower level only the exact amount of packets to fulfil the available bandwidth assignments.

**Conclusions**

In cross-layer design the overall system performance can be improved by taking advantage of the available information across different layers. Having additional data to build decisions on and to parameterize and to adapt protocol behaviour can tremendously increase a protocol’s performance. This paper has first given a generic approach to cross-layer design and optimization. Based on the existing solutions a cross-layer interaction module (CLIM) adapted to satellite network is proposed. The main areas for cross-layer design in identified for satellite networks are within QoS and Radio Resource Management and Mobility Management. Details of CLIM architecture adapted to these areas are described and examples on how to implement this model and equivalent models are shown. Other approaches not specifically managed by the CLIM architecture are also described.
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